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Coat Color and Trait Certificate 

Call Name: Mystery's Macy Laboratory #: 20530 

Registered Name: Hilltop Pups Macy Registration #: GANA-unknown 

Breed: Goldendoodle Microchip #: 981020013426037 

Sex: Female Certificate Date: Jan. 19, 2016 

DOB: Dec. 2015 

This canine's DNA showed the following genotype(s): 

Coat Color/Trait Test Gene Genotype Interpretation 

B Locus (Brown) TYRP1 Bib Black coat, nose and foot pads (carries 
brown) 

IC locus (Improper coat/Furnishings) RSPO2 F/F Furnishings 

S locus (White spotting, parti, or 
piebald) 

MITF Si? Inconclusive 

Interpretation: 

This dog carries one copy of B and at least one copy of b at the bc, b d  or b5  locus making the overall B locus 
genotype of this dog B/b. The overall B locus_,genotype for a dog is determined by the combination of the 
genotypes at the b c, bd, and bs  loci. The ID`, ID', and b s  variants confer brown coat, nose, and foot pads when at 
least one of these DNA changes is present on both genes of the dog at the B locus. If the dog has one or no 
copies of b then the dog will have a black coat, nose, and foot pads. However, this dog's coat color is also 
dependent on the E, K, and A genes. This dog will pass on B to 50% of its offspring and b to 50% of its offspring. 

This dog does not carry the mutation for improper coat and will therefore have furnishings (proper coat). 
However, the overall coat type of this dog is dependent on the combination of this dog's genotypes at the L, Cu, 
and IC loci. This dog will pass F (furnishings, proper coat) on to 100% of its offspring. 

This dog carries at least one copy of S and may carry one copy of sP (see note below). 

Paw Print Genetics'" has genetic counseling available to you at no additional charge to answer any questions 
about these test results, their implications and potential outcomes in breeding this dog. 

*Note: This do, shows genotypes consistent with S/S in multiple assays performed in our laboratory. However, we also 
found faint SAP results on one or more assays, which may indicate the presence of the sP allele in this dog. Our 
laboratory has seen such results in approximately 5-10% of cases tested with these assays. The cause of this 
phenomenon is unknown, but based on the fact that similar findings are reproducible in specific dogs in our laboratory 
and have been reproducible in other laboratories on similar samples, we believe this result to reflect a true biological 
process such as low level mosaicism, assay inhibition by rare genomic variation, or some other phenomenon that is 
currently not understood. Therefore, your dog may carry the sP allele and may be capable of passing this allele on to its 
offspring. Our laboratory staff is available to you to discuss these results and determine if further testing would be 
helpful in resolving this case. 
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